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Off to a second start

Recupel recycles your electrical and electronic equipment.
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Preface

Preface
Dear reader,
Recupel celebrated its fifth anniversary in 2006. For our
organisation, this was not only a cause for celebration, but also
and above all a cause for satisfaction. Over the past five years
Recupel has developed a high quality service that is unrivalled in
Europe. The tonnage of collected goods continues to grow, as is
the group of companies joining our organisation.
But the most remarkable achievement of 2006 is probably
that Recupel once again prepared itself to take up a big challenge:
the overhaul of its system to include professional electrical and
electronic equipment. A tremendous effort went into the design
of the new concept, the preparation of the professional product
lists and the communication of all these innovations to the parties
concerned. For our organisation and our employees, the implementation of this system was tantamount to a fresh start.
For Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels, the launch of
the new system in 2007 will mark an important milestone. Our
organisation provides the three regions with a market compatible
solution to the take-back obligation prescribed by law. The Recupel
system fully conforms to European legislation, guarantees 100%
traceability of the waste equipment up to and including its final
disposal and excludes cross financing.
The changing climate requires us to remain alert. In 2005
we reformulated our mission, vision and values to bring them in
line with current and future policy developments. The focus in 2006
was on applying this new course at an operational level. We systematically translate the long-term goals of the organisation into
concrete tasks for the Recupel departments. We also reviewed our
organisational structure. Recupel’s customer-friendly service and
efficient operation is now ensured by seven operational teams.
We strive to continually improve in other areas, too. The
Recupel website was further developed into an Internet service of
the highest level. The financial management was further refined
through the introduction of a flat rate invoice. Our basic principle
‘all members are equal before the law’ is thus concretely put into
practice, in compliance with the entry agreements.
All these optimisations were not carried out intuitively,
but are the result of a carefully planned improvement process.

The fruits of this approach are
now becoming apparent. At the
end of 2006, Recupel was one
of the first ten organisations
in Belgium to be awarded the
EFQM Committed to Excellence
certificate. This is proof of our
organisation’s excellence in its
market segment. Honour to whom
honour is due: I wish to take this
opportunity to contribute this important achievement to the entire
Recupel organisation, to all our
partners and to all end users and
consumers.
I wish you pleasant reading.

Willy Quinart
General Manager of Recupel
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A fresh start
For five years Recupel has been organising the collection and the treatment of
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) throughout all of Belgium.
In 2005, the WEEE directive provided a European policy framework with
new challenges. This prompted the Recupel management to reformulate its
mission, vision and values, thereby setting the organisation on course for the
future. In 2006, this updated orientation was translated into concrete tasks
for the operational departments.

A fresh start

01.1 Recupel in brief

A new logo in 2007
Recupel also aims to present
itself to the outside world as a dynamic
organisation that is constantly evolving in
a changing environment. It introduced its
new logo in early 2007. Recupel has chosen to retain the basic colours of its house
style, so that the Recupel brand remains
recognisable. The new logo can be found
on all new Recupel communication media
and is also already being used by distributors and points of sale.

The Recupel not-for-profit
organisation was established in 2001 by
manufacturers and importers of electrical
and electronic appliances. It was based on
agreements between the industrial sectors
and the regional authorities aimed at
implementing the legal take-back obligation for Waste Electrical
and Electronic Equipment (WEEE).
Recupel organises the collection and treatment of
WEEE throughout Belgium. For collection, Recupel works closely
with retailers, municipalities, intermunicipal associations and
used-good centres. For transport and environmentally responsible
treatment of the waste appliances, Recupel hires specialised firms.
All these activities are financed by the Recupel contribution that
consumers pay when purchasing new appliances.
Another of Recupel’s tasks is to inform and raise awareness among consumers and to assist the authorities with the
auditing of its results. The Recupel system for WEEE collection
and recycling was launched in 2001 for large and small domestic
appliances, audiovisual equipment, ICT equipment and electrical
gardening tools. In 2002, it was extended to electrical tools. In
2004 lighting equipment was added and as of 1 July 2005 the system was extended to include gas discharge lamps and electrical
and electronic medical devices and laboratory equipment.

01.2 New course implemented
in all departments
In 2005, Recupel reformulated its mission, vision
and values. Recupel seeks to offer the industry a total solution,
further automate its own work processes, base its operations on



Five years of Recupel
In 2006, Recupel celebrated its fifth
anniversary with a festive event. Chairman of
the Board of Directors Roger Erzeel and General
Manager Willy Quinart not only had words of praise
for their organisation, but also expressed their appreciation for the work of Recupel’s countless partners.
Guest speaker Rudi Thomaes (CEO of the Federation
of Belgian Enterprises) stressed that Recupel is the
product of an industry that does not shirk its responsibility. Sigrid Linher (Adviser with Orgalime) cast
a glance on the future WEEE landscape in Europe.
There was also a debate with representatives from
the three regional authorities.

the foundations of EFQM, permanently expand its competence and
prepare itself for competition on the professional market.
Since 2006, this long-term strategy has been implemented in the organisation’s operational departments. To this end,
Recupel defined its key processes and formulated critical success
factors (CSFs) and key performance indicators (KPIs) for each team.
These three criteria are used to establish the annual team targets.

01.3 EFQM certificate in recognition
of excellent quality management
In 2006, Recupel was one of the first ten organisations
in Belgium to be awarded the EFQM ‘Committed to Excellence’
certificate. This certificate is a first step in Recupel’s objective to
achieve ‘total excellence’ within its organisation and its sector.
EFQM (European Foundation for Quality Management) is
a comprehensive quality model that allows organisations to excel
in their market segment. EFQM focuses on (financial) performance,
customers, employees and society. EFQM is based on self-assessment of a number of basic criteria such as strategy, employees
and processes. Recupel thus conducted last year a customer and
employee satisfaction survey within the framework of EFQM.
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Recupel, now also for professional WEEE
Under the new European WEEE directive, importers and manufacturers of
professional electrical and electronic equipment have a take-back obligation
for waste appliances. As of January 2007, Recupel has placed its experience
in the collection and treatment of household appliances also at the disposal
of the professional market.

Recupel, now also for professional WEEE

02.1 Europe’s requirements
The European WEEE directive aims to promote the
collection, treatment, recycling and recovery of waste electrical
and electronic equipment. The directive imposes a set of minimum
criteria, not only for household electrical and electronic appliances,
but also for professional equipment.
Manufacturers and importers are required to take back a
discarded electrical or electronic appliance for professional use if
a new equivalent appliance is purchased. For appliances put on the
market after 13 August 2005, this take-back obligation also applies
if the customer does not purchase a new appliance. This is called
the ‘1 for 0’ principle.

02.2 Professional equipment,
a custom-made system
Electrical and electronic equipment for professional
use comes in all shapes and sizes: industrial vacuum cleaners,
automatic drink dispensers, coin and card phones, overhead projectors... This product flow is characterised by a smaller volume,
but owing to the higher degree of specialisation there is a greater
diversity in appliances. Professional appliances therefore represent
a particular market segment that calls for a specific approach.
During the past year, Recupel has devised a collection
and recycling system that is tailored to the needs of the professional market. This system avoids cross financing from the household to the professional circuit. In addition, it guarantees full
traceability of the waste equipment through to its final disposal.

02.3 Cross financing excluded
For all professional appliances, barring medical devices
and laboratory equipment, Recupel charges an administrative
contribution, which is used to cover the administrative costs as
well as the costs of reporting on the products placed on the market. Collection and treatment of the discarded appliance is based
on a price that conforms to the market and a customised contract
between Recupel and the manufacturer/importer.
For medical devices and laboratory equipment, just as for
domestic appliances, an all-in contribution is charged, which covers both the costs for collection, transport and treatment and the
reporting and communication costs.
Financing of the professional circuit is fully independent
of the domestic sectors. In this way, Recupel avoids any form
of cross financing between both sectors. This is an important
condition imposed on European member states under the WEEE
directive.
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Collection, transport and treatment
For the collection of waste electrical and electronic appliances, Recupel
provides a total solution via collection points at retailers, container parks and
used-good centres.
In 2006, collection went up for the fifth time in a row. A total of 76,144 tonnes
of WEEE were collected, i.e. an increase of approximately 12% compared to
2005.

Collection, transport and treatment

Collection and transport: key figures



quantit y of WEEE collected in Belgium (2002-2006) (tons)
80,000
70,000

End 2002
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End 2004
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Collection points – container parks

379
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518

Collection points – used-good centres

24
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(Active) collection points – distribution
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quantit y of WEEE per month collected in Belgium in 2006 (tons)
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6,599

5,412

5,786

6,206

5,680

6,680

8,122

7,038

6,683

6,443

5,244

6,251

Trial projects for new collection options
Collecting WEEE is customised work, which requires
creativity. Recupel invests in research to try out new collection options
and possibilities.
In the past year, for example, Recupel launched its lamp box
for collecting small quantities of gas discharge lamps. The lamp box is a
small, cardboard box that is provided in addition to the system of box
pallets for large volumes. In 2006, Recupel started up a trial project with
this new, user-friendly recipient for gas discharge lamps which will be
evaluated in 2007.
A particular stream of WEEE appliances is not collected via
the usual Recupel collection channels, but through scrap dealers. In 2006,
in collaboration with the competent authorities and sector organisations
Febem and Coberec, we tried out a system (the so-called private regional
transhipment stations) with which this remaining WEEE stream is inte
grated into the Recupel system. The evaluation of this trial project is
also planned for 2007.

03.1 Ever-growing volume
of collected WEEE
Recupel’s conventional collection network comprises
three channels: container parks, used-good centres and retailers.
These channels represented 3,441 collection points at the end
of 2006. In addition to these channels, two specific collection
channels were started up in 2005: the collection network for gas
discharge lamps at retailers and the collection circuit for medical
devices and laboratory equipment at hospitals, laboratories and
doctors’ offices.
Overall trend
Just as in previous years, collection exhibited an overall
upward trend. A total of 76,144 tonnes of WEEE were collected,
representing an increase of around 12% compared to 2005. This
collection corresponds to an average of 6,345 tonnes per month
and 7.22 kg per inhabitant per year. Belgium thus amply meets the
targeted 4 kg per inhabitant per year as imposed by the European
directive. What is more, Recupel has already achieved this standard since 2003.

Container parks produce largest volume
With 65%, container parks still account for the largest
volume of collected appliances. Retailers and used-good centres
account for, respectively, 27% and 8% of the collection. These
figures do not include collected medical devices and laboratory
equipment and gas discharge lamps which are collected via
other circuits.
‘New’ streams out of the start-up phase
The collection of lighting equipment (since 2004) and
gas discharge lamps and medical devices and laboratory equipment (since 2005) is growing steadily. The collection of these ‘new
streams’ is expected to further increase during the coming years.
These two collection streams are thus definitely moving out of
the start-up phase.
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Distribution of transports per t ype of collection point 31/12 /2006 (routes)

FCS:
Finely meshed
collection
stations

3,000

2,000

UGC: Usedgood centres
IWA: Intermunicipal
waste associations
DIST: Distribution,
retail outlets

1,000

0
Jan.

Febr.

March

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

FCS

924

755

871

824

670

866

877

1,047

988

955

874

749

UGC

150

126

153

137

155

140

136

180

158

176

152

121

IWA

662

528

681

713

697

632

713

890

720

712

665

554

DIST

1,210

1,020

1,097

947

1,231

1,022

993

1,055

1,122

1,041

967

916

Distribution of WEEE collected in 5 FRACTIONS (tons)

CF

BW

TVM

OTH

LMP

Total

2003

9,514

11,117

9,835

14,571

-

45,037

2004

11,537

15,141

12,693

18,693

-

58,064

2005

12,723

16,649

15,340

22,921

498*

68,131

2006

13,561

17,822

16,973

26,642

1,146

76,144

CF: Cooling & freezing appliances
BW: Big white goods
TVM: Television screens and monitors

OTH: Other appliances
LMP: Gas discharge lamps

* Figure based on collection during 6 months (july 2005 - dec. 2005)

Optimisation compensation as impetus for distribution
In 2006, Recupel optimised its agreement with the distribution sector.
This agreement introduces the so-called ‘optimisation compensation’.
Recupel is aware of the fact that making space available for temporary
storage of discarded appliances generates extra costs for distributors. To help deal
with these costs, Recupel already gave financial compensation to distributors that
are registered as collection points with Recupel, have had sufficient appliances
picked up and have signed a distribution contract. A distributor who moreover
limits the number of transports by saving up appliances (up to 16 or respectively
24 units instead of the usual 8 units or 1 box pallet), is now also eligible for an
optimisation compensation on top of the distributor’s compensation.

03.2 Agreement with the usedgood centres put on paper

03.3 Transport of WEEE:
continual improvement

In 2006, the collaboration agreement with the used-good
centres was formally finalised. Recupel has been working for
years with used-good centres for the re-use of waste electrical
and electronic appliances. Many discarded appliances can in fact,
after some refurbishment, be offered for sale on the second hand
circuit. In 2006, Recupel signed an agreement on this subject with
the Flemish used-good centres and the Réseau Ressources for
Wallonia and Brussels.
The regional transhipment stations (RTS) are the central
element of this collaboration agreement. They are collection points
where the waste streams from a region are centralised. Used-good
centres can come select and pick up goods at the RTS for subsequent repair in their workshops. The agreement lays down the
ratios at which Recupel will deliver appliances to the used-good
centres. The partners involved will evaluate the agreement after
a first operational period.

For the transport of the collected appliances, Recupel
works with specialised partners. For this purpose, it has developed
a fine-meshed and a bulk transport network over the years.
‘Fine-meshed transport’ covers the collection of WEEE from retailers. In some regions, fine-meshed transport is also used by the
intermunicipal utility companies. The transport is organised by
the intermunicipal utility company, by the specialised operator on
behalf of Recupel or by some companies in the social economy
sector. In centralised depots, the WEEE is broken down into five
specific streams. The second transport network covers the bulk
transport. This is the stream of goods from large container parks,
regional transhipment stations and centralised depots to the
recyclers.
In 2006, Recupel carried out a total of 32,972 transport
requests – 50% bulk and 50% fine-meshed – or an average of
185 requests per day.

Collection, transport and treatment

RECYCLING* RESULTS PER fraction AND PER MATERIAL IN 2006
Group

Big white
goods

Cooling &
freezing
appliances

Television
screens and
monitors

Ferrous metals

100%

100%

Non-ferrous metals

100%

100%

Synthetic materials

99%

Others

37%

Results per fraction
Legal objectives**

Material

Other
appliances

Resultats
per
material

Legal
objectives**

100%

100%

100%

95%

90%

100%

98%

95%

98%

82%

99%

95%

20%

11%

85%

14%

54%

85%

91%

87%

84%

80%

70%

70%

70%

* Recycling = material recovery
** Objectives imposed by the environmental policy agreements

03.4 Preparation of new contracts
for sustainable treatment
In compliance with the provisions of the Environmental
Policy agreements, WEEE is recycled on a segment basis. The total
waste stream is divided up into five major fractions: large household
appliances (or large white goods), cooling appliances and freezers
(large white goods with CFCs and other harmful gases/oils), television and computer screens, gas discharge lamps and finally all
other appliances including all small white goods, brown goods, ICT
equipment, electrical and electronic tools, gardening tools, lighting
equipment and medical devices and laboratory equipment.
For the treatment of these groups, Recupel works with
companies that specialise in environmentally-friendly dismantling
of WEEE and sustainable treatment of waste. These companies are
recognised by the government and selected on the basis of rigorous environmental requirements.
The agreements are renewed periodically. A new period
starts in 2007, which means that Recupel will have to sign new
agreements with various recycling companies. The procedure for
this was prepared in the course of 2006.
The new contracts are concluded so that there will be
at least two recyclers for each fraction to be recycled. Through
spreading any shortcomings in the system can be compensated
for. Continuity of treatment is thus ensured at all times, which
also benefits the operational reliability of Recupel. In addition,

Recupel has entered into multiple partnerships to guarantee
competitive prices and contributes to the sound development
of the recycling market in Belgium.

03.5 Recupel scores a first with
European reporting tool
Recupel each year informs the OVAM, OWD and
BIM public administrations about the recycling results. This is
one of its tasks as stipulated in the Environmental Policy agreements. The regions are thus given the formal guarantee that
treatment is carried out in accordance with the procedures and
agreements made.
During the past few years, Recupel has largely auto
mated and optimised this reporting tool in partnership with
European colleagues of the WEEE Forum. Recyclers and suppliers
input their data on incoming and outgoing streams via a customerfriendly, web-based tool, which is accessible from the Recupel
website. In this way, uniform reports on the recycling of WEEE
can be generated throughout all of Europe.
In 2006, Recupel for the first time used this new software module for reporting the results of 2005. For this, it worked
closely with the relevant public administrations of the three
regions and with the recycling sector. It thus became the first
organisation in Europe to apply the tool in practice.
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Information, recruitment and support of the members
In 2006, attention went to the preparation of the professional circuit and
to informing members on this subject. For the first time product lists and
illustrative lists were drawn up to guide manufacturers and importers in the
declaration of their professional equipment. An extensive communication
campaign was set up to inform members and users as accurately as possible
about the innovations.

Information, recruitment and support of the members
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Number of members
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1,475
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2,853
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Product lists: the novelties
During the past year, Recupel prepared new
product lists for the following professional appliances:
professional large and small white goods and dispensers,
professional audio-video appliances, professional ICT appliances and dispensers, professional electrical and electronic
(gardening) tools, medical devices and laboratory equipment
and test and measurement equipment.
The legislation also introduces a number of new
take-back obligations for household appliances such as room
and clock thermostats, sports equipment and toys. These
appliances were included in the household product lists
distributed by Recupel.
All product lists, together with definitions and
illustrative lists, can be found at www.recupel.be.

04.1 Still growing number
of members
Any company subject to the take-back obligation (manufacturer or importer) can join one or more sector organisations of
Recupel, depending on the sectors in which the company is active
and the products it puts on the market. At the end of 2006, Recupel
had a total of 2,625 members representing a total of 4,172 entry
agreements.

04.2 New product lists,
a formidable task
Each year Recupel prepares a product list for each sector.
This list contains all electrical and electronic appliances that are
subject to the take-back obligation and also to the Recupel contribution. The products are subdivided into sections, provided with a
clear description and a Recupel contribution.

The launch of the Recupel system for professional
electrical and electronic equipment also implied that a (new)
professional product list had to be compiled for each sector.
This exercise was carried out in close consultation with the
sectors. As usual, Recupel also updated and further refined
the existing lists for household appliances. The new lists were
submitted to the competent authorities in the first half of 2006
and entered into force on 3 January 2007.
Recupel is also responsible for the communication
on the lists. All new product lists were communicated to the
members and to the distribution sector in the summer of 2006,
so they had ample time to prepare for the new system. As part
of this annual information campaign, Recupel has provided
information material to stores and retailers in the beginning
of 2007.

14
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04.3 Communication tailored
to the sectors
It is Recupel’s task to communicate and provide information
on the take-back obligation, the existence of a selective collection system and the Recupel contribution. The legislator thus wants to ensure
that all parties involved are aware of their obligations: members and
distributors, but also end users and consumers. In addition, Recupel
maintains intensive communication with importers and manufacturers,
distributors and municipalities and intermunicipal utility companies.
To this end, it employs a variety of communication media.
In 2006, Recupel published a new series of brochures to
suitably inform all parties concerned – members, distributors and end
users – about their obligations and duties. For the ‘lighting equipment
and gas discharge lamps’ and ‘medical devices and laboratory equipment’ product groups, Recupel compiled a specific brochure. The latter
product group was also informed via an advertising campaign printed
in a number of trade journals. All of the brochures can be downloaded
via the website: www.recupel.be (section ‘Sectors’).

04.4 Optimised electronic
information
The Recupel website has become an indispensable
instrument in the communication with various target groups.
Traffic, which represents an average of 185 transport requests
per day, has made the website a veritable hub for the flow
of information. To ensure an even higher level of quality and
continuity, last year Recupel invested in the duplication of its
servers. Customers can now logon to the site 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, excluding maintenance periods.
The Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and the
product search engine were updated in 2006 and will become
operationally available in 2007. These tools had to be adapted
to the new legislation and the additional service for profes
sional equipment. The updated version can be consulted on
the website as of 1 January 2007.

Information, recruitment and support of the members

Successful Recupel TV spot
In the summer of 2006, Recupel
launched a TV spot to encourage the general
public to hand in their discarded electrical
and electronic appliances. The TV spot was
a great success.

04.5 Satisfied consumers,
distributors and members
Recupel had another market survey conducted in 2006.
The survey first focused on the consumers, and more specifically
on their knowledge of Recupel and the legal framework, their perception of the contribution, the image of and their satisfaction with
Recupel. The survey also examined satisfaction with the distributors and with the Recupel collection points. For the first time the
market survey also addressed the members. They were asked how
they rated their first contact and their membership agreement with
Recupel, the flow of information from and to Recupel, the declaration and their satisfaction with Recupel.
The results of the market survey were positive.
Spontaneous recognition of Recupel among end users remains stable compared with 2005, whereas assisted recognition increases.

Distributors show their satisfaction with the online
application, transport request and help with problems. Also, the
majority of Recupel members are satisfied: general service, flow
of information, declaration and audits all score high.

04.6 Presence of Recupel at
trade fairs and conferences
In 2006, Recupel participated in the Ifest environmental
trade fair and the Laborama trade show for the laboratory sector.
The European WEEE Forum held a conference in Dublin from 22
through to 24 October. Recupel actively participated in the preparations for this international meeting.

15
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Audits and financial management
Recupel actively recruits members and is responsible for auditing the
declaration obligation of its members. As of 2007, an electronic membership
agreement will be submitted for approval to existing and new members.
Recupel invests in the continued optimisation and automation of its financial
management. In 2006, the flat rate invoice was introduced based on the key
principle of ‘equal treatment of all members’.

Audits and financial management

17

New membership agreement:
administrative simplification for members
Recupel modified its membership agreement under
the provisions of the European WEEE directive. Declarations up
to € 5,000 per calendar year may be submitted on a quarterly
basis. Declarations must be submitted by the 20th of the month,
simultaneously with the VAT declaration. The new membership
agreement takes effect as of January 2007 and is concluded
electronically. Existing members were invited to renew their
membership agreement.

2006: declarations in a nutshell
In 2006, almost 67 million electrical and
electronic appliances were declared by all sectors combined.
These quantities can be converted into tons, by assigning
an average theoretical weight to each product. Recupel
thus calculated that a total of 213,839 tons of electrical
and electronic equipment were sold in Belgium in 2006,
or 20.3 kg of equipment per person.

05.1 Quarterly declaration
Companies that have joined Recupel are
required to submit a declaration of the goods placed
on the market at regular intervals. The quarterly submission
of declaration was new in 2006, provided the total amount of
the declarations per calendar year does not exceed € 5,000.
In the past all declarations were submitted monthly, unless the
member submitted quarterly VAT declarations. Declarations must
now be submitted by the 20th of the month, simultaneously with
the VAT declaration.

05.2 Audits: all members equal
before the law
The membership agreement that companies conclude
with Recupel stipulates that Recupel performs audits on the declaration obligation. For these audits, the basic rule applies that each
member is audited at least once every three years.

05.3 Declining Recupel contribution
Due to a recent change in the legislation, the majority of
Recupel contributions declined as of January 2007.

In the past, under the collective system, financial
provisions had to be created to guarantee the future collection
and treatment of each and every appliance.
Under the new European WEEE directive this is no longer
necessary as the Recupel system itself provides this guarantee.

05.4 From paper to
electronic invoicing
Recupel’s invoicing system is evolving towards being fully
paperless. In 2007 an electronic invoicing system will be started up
with Certipost.
The system works via a personal mailbox on the Internet,
in which the Recupel invoices are automatically deposited.
Members no longer receive their invoices by post, but electron
ically via this mailbox. They not only save time but can also easily
archive and retrieve their invoices.

18
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Organisation
In 2006, the Recupel not-for-profit organisation, established by the Belgian
industry, numbered seven managing bodies, each representing a well-defined
group of products.

Organisation

Roger Erzeel
CHAIRMAN
(BW-REC)
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Johny Beeckaert
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(Lightrec)

Filip Geerts
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(Recupel ICT)

Luc Meert
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(MELAREC)

Ronald Spaans
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(Recupel AV)

Rudy Lintermans
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(Recupel SDA)

Peter Tilgenkamp
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(Recupel ET&G)

Peter Binnemans
DIRECTOR and
SECRETARY (FEE)

Harry Beullens
DIRECTOR
(RECUPEL ET&G)

Steven Thomas
DIRECTOR
(RECUPEL SDA)

Rob Geeraerts
DIRECTOR
(Lightrec)

Eric Theunis
DIRECTOR
(Recupel ICT)

Dirk Van Assche
DIRECTOR
(BW-Rec)

Richard Van den Broeck
DIRECTOR
(MELAREC)

Peter Vanhecke
DIRECTOR
(Recupel AV)

Christian Vanhuffel
DIRECTOR
(Agoria)

06.1 Recupel’s seven
managing bodies
There are seven sector managing bodies in total and
they have remained unchanged during the past year: BW-Rec
(large household appliances), AV (audiovisual equipment), SDA
(small household appliances), ICT (information and communica
tion devices and office equipment), ET&G (electrical tools and
gardening tools), LightRec (lighting equipment and gas discharge
lamps) and MeLaRec (electrical and electronic medical devices
and laboratory equipment).
Each of these managing bodies represents a welldefined group of products. Importers and manufacturers are a
member of one or more managing bodies according to the
product ranges they place on the market.

06.2 The Recupel management
The Recupel Board of Directors consists of two represen
tatives from each sector and one representative from the founding
professional federations Agoria and FEE.
The daily management of Recupel also regularly reports
to the Board of Directors. This keeps the Board informed of matters
in progress and provides them with the information required to
adjust Recupel’s strategy as necessary.
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Recupel asbl balance sheet
2006

in e

2005

Assets
Intangible fixed assets

90,068.44

87,902.00

Tangible fixed assets

1,667,818.00

2,019,520.82

Financial fixed assets

1,172.61

1,172.61

Fixed Assets

1,759,059.05

2,108,595.43

Accounts receivable within one year

7,220,757.98

8,081,309.06

Cash

2,951,701.41

3,058,566.71

Deferrals and accruals

59,211.38

Current Assets
TOTAL assets

49,200.67
10,231,670.77

11,189,076.44

11,990,729.82

13,297,671.87

Liabilities
Accruals for risks and costs

492,960.77

Accruals
Accounts payable within one year
Deferrals and accruals

639,567.97
492,960.77

11,492,879.90
4,889.15

Current liabilities
TOTAL liabilities

639,567.97
12,656,200.73
1,903.17

11,497,769.05

12,658,103.90

11,990,729.82

13,297,671.87

Result of the year
Turnover

29,273,907.35

Operating income
Services and others

23,300,112.35
29,273,907.35

23,300,112.35

-27,584,537.15

-21,282,085.72

-1,332,966.28

-1,512,061.85

-545,615.01

-385,962.56

Accruals for risks and costs

146,607.20

-139,567.97

Other operating charges

-11,025.08

Remunerations and direct social securities
Depreciations, provisions

Operating charges
Operating profit/losses

-11,206.67
-29,327,536.32

-23,330,884.77

-53,628.97

-30,772.42

Financial income

63,527.60

37,465.65

Financial charges

-9,898.63

-6,693.23

Exceptional charges

0.00

0.00

Result to be carried forward

0.00

0.00

Balance sheet
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Sector balance sheet
BW-Rec

Recupel AV

Recupel SDA

Recupel ICT

Recupel ET&G

LightRec

74,511,954.12

66,637,301.18

28,068,020.27

32,696,808.88

12,647,217.19

31,129,040.45

2,454,870.29

5,817,049.14

4,081,049.80

1,585,097.32

2,693,728.11

1,059,538.87

2,964,592.80

1,310,068.97

68,390,002.50

62,257,860.90

26,350,383.26

29,864,436.07

11,550,552.03

27,927,164.45

1,135,734.08

304,902.48

298,390.48

132,539.69

138,644.70

37,126.29

237,283.20

9,067.24

74,511,954.12

66,637,301.18

28,068,020.27

32,696,808.88

12,647,217.19

31,129,040.45

2,454,870.29

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

14,382,599.37

36,369,065.42

18,181,089.10

15,448,509.92

8,227,229.03

16,850,433.24

1,031,844.65

Results carried forward

14,382,599.37

36,369,065.42

18,181,089.10

15,448,509.92

8,227,229.03

16,850,433.24

1,031,844.65

58,440,904.31

28,698,698.79

9,254,580.64

15,292,871.95

4,052,444.20

13,651,479.39

853,957.29

58,440,904.31

28,698,698.79

9,254,580.64

15,292,871.95

4,052,444.20

13,651,479.39

853,957.29

1,688,450.44

1,569,536.97

632,350.53

1,955,427.01

367,543.96

627,127.82

569,068.35

1,686,630.19

1,568,010.11

631,769.04

1,954,700.16

367,543.96

626,837.07

569,068.35

1,820.25

1,526.86

581.49

726.85

0.00

290.75

0.00

74,511,954.12

66,637,301.18

28,068,020.27

32,696,808.88

12,647,217.19

31,129,040.45

2,454,870.29

Operating income

23,385,452.69

14,291,049.79

6,477,529.77

9,680,368.46

4,163,441.21

15,678,632.46

2,908,728.68

Operating charges

-11,347,490.74

-6,534,758.45

-1,918,058.66

-4,919,703.94

-1,119,156.65

-3,141,304.23

-958,278.02

Accruals for risks
and costs

594,570.58

7,296,717.81

7,043,562.17

7,937,612.06

2,510,219.06

-398,021.62

-604,936.66

OPERATING PROFIT
(LOSSES -)

12,632,532.53

15,053,009.15

11,603,033.28

12,698,276.58

5,554,503.62

12,139,306.61

1,345,514.00

Financial income

1,623,621.70

1,506,634.92

600,137.37

690,462.74

161,394.17

560,736.96

10,923.53

2006    in e

MeLaRec

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Accounts receivable
within one year
Cash
Deferrals and accruals
TOTAL
LIABILITIES

PROVISIONS
AND ACCRUALS
Accruals for
risks and costs
DEBTS
Debts within
one year
Deferrals
TOTAL
PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

Financial charges

-710.95

-951.22

-2,032.80

-823.44

-531.46

-1,041.23

-325.24

PROFIT/LOSS
BEFORE TAXES

14,255,443.28

16,558,692.85

12,201,137.85

13,387,915.88

5,715,366.33

12,699,002.34

1,356,112.29

Income taxes

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,255,443.28

16,558,692.85

12,201,137.85

13,387,915.88

5,715,366.33

12,699,002.34

1,356,112.29

14,255,443.28

16,558,692.85

12,201,137.85

13,387,915.88

5,715,366.33

12,699,002.34

1,356,112.29

RESULT OF THE YEAR
RESULT TO BE
CARRIED FORWARD
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Conclusion by the chairman:

the industry assumes its responsibility
Recupel continues to
grow. That is the main conclusion
I draw from this annual review
of the past year. Each year we
collect an increasing number of
waste electrical and electronic
appliances and our lists of members and membership agreements
also continue to grow year after
year. Recupel is not a static
organisation, but one that is continually expanding its high quality
service to ensure that it covers
the increasing legal obligations.
The key drivers of Recupel’s growth are first of all the
companies. They have established Recupel and find in the organisation a reliable partner to whom they can entrust the practical implementation of their take-back obligation. The industry continues
to meet its obligations also in the absence of a new Environmental
Policy agreement with the regional authorities. Recupel is thus
evident proof that companies in Belgium are making significant
efforts towards conserving and improving the environment.

are becoming increasingly familiar with our system and have
picked up the good habit of handing in their old appliances. The
audits carried out jointly by Recupel and the regional environmental administration prove that collaboration with the authorities is
also running smoothly.
Recupel is not only successful in Belgium, but also a
reference at the international level. Other countries come to us for
advice on the collection and environmentally friendly treatment of
waste appliances. Via the WEEE Forum, the European association
of collective take-back systems, Recupel places its expertise and
experience at the disposal of countries that are currently starting
up their own take-back system.
The focus in 2006 was on preparation for the professional
market. Recupel has developed a strong concept for the collection and treatment of professional waste electrical and electronic
equipment. This concept is buttressed by Recupel’s expertise and
many years of experience in the household circuit, yet it has been
tailored to the characteristics of the professional equipment market. This extension to include professional appliances is therefore
no step into the unknown. Recupel is fully prepared and well positioned to continue its success into the years to come.

Not only the pioneers, but all companies have to comply
with their take-back obligation. The hunt for free-riders remains
one of Recupel’s priorities. In the past year, the organisation also
endeavoured to fit all interested parties into the system in a
correct manner.
Recupel also assumes its responsibility towards the
consumer. Bringing the contributions in line with the cost-price
has always been a major focal point for Recupel. In early 2007, we
lowered the rates for the first time; this was made possible by a
change in the European legislation and the fact that no provisions
had to be created. The tariff reduction was implemented without
a hitch, also partly due to the well-oiled collaboration with the
distribution sector.
The success of Recupel’s partnerships is also demonstrated by the market research conducted last year. Distributors
and members are quite satisfied with Recupel’s overall service
and the flow of information. Consumers are also satisfied: they

Roger Erzeel
Chairman Recupel asbl
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